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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Deficits in neurocognition and social cognition are drivers of reduced functioning in schizophrenia
spectrum disorders, with potentially shared neurobiological underpinnings. Many studies have sought to identify
brain-based biomarkers of these clinical variables using a priori dichotomies (e.g., good vs. poor cognition, deficit vs.
nondeficit syndrome).
METHODS: We evaluated a fully data-driven approach to do the same by building and validating a brain
connectivity–based biomarker of social cognitive and neurocognitive performance in a sample using resting-
state and task-based functional magnetic resonance imaging (n = 74 healthy control participants, n = 114
persons with schizophrenia spectrum disorder, 188 total). We used canonical correlation analysis followed by
clustering to identify a functional connectivity signature of normal and poor social cognitive and neurocognitive
performance.
RESULTS: Persons with poor social cognitive and neurocognitive performance were differentiated from those with
normal performance by greater resting-state connectivity in the mirror neuron and mentalizing systems. We validated
our findings by showing that poor performers also scored lower on functional outcome measures not included in the
original analysis and by demonstrating neuroanatomical differences between the normal and poorly performing
groups. We used a support vector machine classifier to demonstrate that functional connectivity alone is enough
to distinguish normal and poorly performing participants, and we replicated our findings in an independent sample
(n = 75).
CONCLUSIONS: A brief functional magnetic resonance imaging scan may ultimately be useful in future studies aimed
at characterizing long-term illness trajectories and treatments that target specific brain circuitry in those with impaired
cognition and function
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Social cognitive and neurocognitive (SC/NC) deficits are associ-
ated with real-world functioning impairment in individuals with
schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSDs): schizophrenia, schiz-
oaffective disorder, or schizophreniform disorder. However, these
deficits can range from mild to severe, and some individuals with
an SSD perform just as well or even better than matched controls
(1,2). Past attempts to understand SC/NC deficits through sep-
aration into subtypes [e.g., type 1 vs. type 2 (3), good vs. poor
outcomes (4), deficit vs. nondeficit (5–9)] are based on clinical
characterization rather than data-driven approaches. Additionally,
while DSM-IV subtypes have demonstrated separable domains of
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psychopathology in schizophrenia (negative symptomatology,
psychosis, and disorganization) (10–16), they failed to produce
distinct groups of SC/NC performers or help uncover biomarkers
of reduced functioning (17). The variability in SC/NC function,
social impairment, and brain circuitry among people with SSDs
may explain why standard univariate or case-control approaches
have not translated well to biomarker identification.

Data-driven approaches that group individuals into neuro-
physiological subtypes, or “biotypes,” have been applied to
persons with psychosis and depression, producing novel
subgroups with distinct biomarkers (18–20). These approaches
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can uncover distinct biological factors that give rise to over-
lapping clinical presentations in disease. In SSDs, intact
SC/NC processes are important for real-world function, and
deficits in these domains are predictive of one’s ability to form
or sustain relationships, one’s probability of gaining and
maintaining employment, and long-term outcomes (15,21–28).
Social cognitive processes have recently emerged as particu-
larly strong determinants of functional outcome (25,29,30), and
studies have identified the frontoparietal, corticomidline, and
temporoparietal (or “mirror neuron”) circuitry (31) as important for
imitation, empathy, theory of mind, and perspective taking.
Smaller functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
have focused on case-control differences in these regions
(32–39), and such differences have not clearly translated to real-
world function.

We assessed the utility of resting-state and task-based
functional connectivity, and task activations for two social
fMRI tasks, for identifying biologically different groups with
differences in SC/NC performance. We first aimed to identify
the fMRI data type (comparing task activations and/or con-
nectivity from the tasks and resting-state data) that produced
biotype groupings with the largest differences in SC/NC per-
formance between groups using canonical correlation analysis
(CCA), followed by hierarchical clustering that grouped the
participants into biotypes based on these brain features (19).
We validated our findings by comparing the identified groups
on symptom, functional outcome, and structural neuroimaging
measures (subcortical volumes, cortical thickness, and
diffusion-based white matter metrics) not included in the
original biotyping. We also tested whether the biotype of held-
out participants could be correctly identified by a support
vector machine classifier (SVC) trained using fMRI features,
similar to a diagnostic test, and ranked the utility of each fMRI
input by SVC classification accuracy. As control analyses, we
compared these accuracies with those from SVCs trained to
distinguish participants with normal or poor SC/NC scores,
and diagnosis (SSD cases vs. controls) using the same input
fMRI data. We hypothesized that SVCs trained to distinguish
biotypes (i.e., groups informed by neurobiology) would achieve
higher scores on held-out participants than would classifiers
Table 1. Demographics From the Three Sites of Data Collection

Site CAMH

Group, nSSD:nHC 44:29

Sex, nF:nM 27:46

Ethnicity, nnh:nh 65:7

Language, nefl:nesl 62:11

Marital Status, nm:nd:ns 11:2:60

Special Education, nY:nN 6:67

Age, Years, Mean 6 SD 27.81 6 7.7

Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 14.40 6 2.4

Mother’s Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 14.28 6 2.9

Father’s Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 15.02 6 3.3

Handedness (Left = 0, Right = 1), Mean 6 SD 0.65 6 0.4

IQ, Mean 6 SD 112.13 6 12.

CAMH, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health; d, divorced; efl, English
Hispanic; HC, healthy control; M, male; m, married; MPRC, Maryland Res
spectrum disorder; Y, yes; ZHH, Zucker Hillside Hospital.
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trained on cognitive score–based groups or diagnostic groups.
We finally repeated our analyses in an independent sample.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

We analyzed participant data from the three-site Social Pro-
cesses Initiative in Neurobiology of the Schizophrenia(s) study
(N = 188, mean age 6 SD = 33.0 6 10.2 years; participants
with SSD = 114, mean age 6 SD = 34.3 6 10.2 years; control
subjects = 74, mean age 6 SD = 31.0 6 10.1 years). De-
mographics are summarized in Table 1; see Supplemental
Table S5 for demographics at each site split by diagnosis.
See the Supplement for inclusion and exclusion criteria. All
participants signed an informed consent agreement, and the
study was approved by institutional ethics boards at all
participating institutions. All participants completed multiple
assessments out of the MRI scanner. SC/NC functioning was
assessed via the Penn Emotion Recognition Task (40),
Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (41), Relationships Across
Domains (42), the three scales from the Awareness of Social
Inference Test Revised (43), and six neurocognitive domains of
the Measurement and Treatment Research to Improve
Cognition in Schizophrenia (MATRICS) Consensus Cognitive
Battery (MCCB) (44). Social functioning and quality of life were
assessed via the Birchwood Social Functioning Scale (45) and
Quality of Life Scale (46). Psychiatric symptom burden was
assessed via the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (47) and Scale
for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (48). Two additional
measures of diminished emotional expression and poor moti-
vation that were based on the Scale for the Assessment of
Negative Symptoms were included, as they relate to functional
outcomes in SSD (16,49). Extrapyramidal symptoms were
assessed via the Simpson–Angus Scale (50), general medical
burden via the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics
(51), and antipsychotic medication exposure via chlorproma-
zine equivalents (52,53).

All sites used weekly phantom scans to ensure the stability
of the T1-weighted, diffusion tensor imaging–based, and
functional magnetic resonance imaging–based sequences
over time. At all sites, we implemented standardized operating
Site MPRC Site ZHH

43:26 27:19

20:49 23:23

66:3 34:11

66:3 44:2

13:6:50 6:5:33

11:58 12:34

0 36.20 6 10.67 34.42 6 9.04

3 14.33 6 2.37 14.33 6 2.54

3 14.36 6 2.80 14.31 6 3.30

8 14.56 6 2.67 13.89 6 3.49

9 0.63 6 0.41 0.55 6 0.62

45 107.04 6 15.95 101.58 6 15.31

as a first language; esl, English as a second language; F, female; h,
earch Centre; N, no; nh, not Hispanic; s, single; SSD, schizophrenia
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protocols to minimize intersite variance in how the data were
collected and how the participants behaved. These protocols
standardized the administration of all in- and out-of-scanner
tasks. In addition, participants were trained on how to partic-
ipate in all in-scanner tasks (including the resting-state scan)
with minimal head motion. An in-scanner camera was also
employed to monitor participant movement during all scans.
Finally, prior to analysis, all scans were checked for sufficient
quality by experienced research staff, making use of in-house
developed quality control system and accompanying dash-
board (https://github.com/TIGRLab/datman; https://github.
com/TIGRLab/dashboard). Quality control involved both quan-
titative (e.g., framewise displacement, signal-to-noise measures)
and qualitative (e.g., detecting “sufficiently bad” ghosting or
blurring by eye) monitoring. Some results demonstrating intersite
stability have been documented in two recently published articles
(54,55).

We report participants who pass quality control after
completing a T1-weighted and resting-state (n = 164) fMRI
scan, imitate/observe (n = 93) task (56), and empathic accuracy
(n = 183) task (57,58). All three data types were analyzed via
connectivity analysis. The data from the two task acquisitions
were also analyzed using a general linear model as previously
described (56,59). All connectivity data were preprocessed
with FreeSurfer (60), AFNI (61), and FSL (62), including steps to
minimize the impact of head-motion artifact (i.e., nuisance
parameter regression, removing high-motion timepoints,
rejecting high-motion participants) (63–65). Both tasks also
separately underwent standard task-based fMRI preprocess-
ing. For connectivity analysis, the Pearson correlation between
the mean time series from each region of interest (ROI) in a
268-region atlas was calculated for a total of 35,778 r values
per participant. For task activations, the mean t statistic from
each ROI was calculated for a total of 268 t values per
participant. See the Supplement for details.

The biotype analysis grouped participants with similar brain
connectivity and/or function in regions associated with the SC/
NC variables (19). First, we found a low-dimensional repre-
sentation of cognitively relevant brain connections and/or task
activations (defined here by the 12 SC/NC variables) using
CCA, which is then clustered (hierarchical clustering using
Ward’s method) into groups of participants with similar brain
connectivity and/or function in regions associated with the
cognitive variable of interest. Group differences in brain con-
nectivity and/or function between biotypes were calculated
using false discovery rate (FDR) (qFDR = .05) to visualize these
regions. See the Supplement for details.

We ranked the utility of each fMRI input (resting state,
imitate/observe, and empathic accuracy) and analysis
method (connectivity vs. task activations) by comparing SC/
NC scores between biotypes. We validated our biotypes by
comparing functional outcome and symptom burden scores,
which were not included in the original analysis. For all SC/
NC comparisons, we conducted a series of t tests to contrast
the mean score of each group after Z scoring against the
controls. Functional outcome and symptom burden scores
were Z-scored and analyzed using only SSDs. All tests were
corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (qFDR = .05)
(66). We further validated our biotypes using both FreeSurfer-
derived cortical thickness and subcortical volumes (60), as
Biological Psyc
well as tract-based spatial statistics–derived fractional
anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) (67). See the
Supplement for details.

We assessed the relationship between the fMRI features
and defined groups (biotypes, cognitive score–based, or
diagnosis-based) by training a linear SVC (using 10-fold cross-
validation) to predict the group of held-out participants (test
set) using the fMRI features from a training set. Each column of
the fMRI input matrix was Z-scored before training. For all
classification analyses conducted with biotype groups, CCA
and clustering were performed on the training set alone for
each fold, to prevent any information sharing between the
training and test set. The mean accuracy, recall, precision, f1,
score (harmonic mean of precision and recall), and area under
the curve (AUC) of the receiver operator characteristic were
calculated across all folds. For all cognitive score–based group
analyses, we split participants into normal and poorly per-
forming groups based on a percentile split of the first principal
component of the 12 SC/NC scores. We took diagnosis-
prediction performance as baseline. See Supplemental
Figure S1 for an overview and the Supplement for details.

To rank the utility of the fMRI features, we compared their
ability to split the sample into groups with large SC/NC score
differences via the t scores computed comparing SC/NC
scores between biotypes (we report the mean t statistic across
the 12 SC/NC scores assessed between groups in each case)
and their performance when used to train an SVC to predict the
biotype of held-out participants via the mean test set AUC
computed during cross-validation. Each biotype model must
surpass baseline SC/NC score differences between diagnostic
groups to be considered useful. While SC/NC score differences
between biotypes are expected given that CCA selected fMRI
features with a strong relationship to the SC/NC, the magnitude
of the between-group differences should modulate depending
on the strength of that relationship. We then attempted to
replicate our main fMRI findings in an independent sample of
75 participants who completed the resting-state and imitate/
observe tasks; see the Supplement for details.

The analysis code is packaged as a freely available tool,
xbrain (www.github.com/josephdviviano/xbrain), and the
follow-up scripts used to analyze the outputs of xbrain can be
found at www.github.com/josephdviviano/biotype.
RESULTS

All connectivity-based biotype analyses (resting state, imitate/
observe, and empathic accuracy) consistently found two bio-
types in our sample: a normal and a poorly performing biotype
(in terms of SC/NC performance). CCA found different low-
dimensional representations of each fMRI type considered;
therefore, biotype membership differed depending on the input
fMRI data.

Defining biotype groups with resting-state connectivity
identified a poorly performing biotype with significantly lower
SC/NC scores than the normal biotype (mean t difference
between biotypes = 7.4, all significant qFDR = .05). The differ-
ences in SC/NC scores between biotypes found using resting-
state data were greater than the SC/NC score differences
found when comparing diagnostic groups in the same partic-
ipants, as well as the SC/NC score differences found between
hiatry November 1, 2018; 84:665–674 www.sobp.org/journal 667
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Figure 1. Cognitive scores and/or domains and
outcome measures of biotypes based on resting-
state functional connectivity. All cognitive scores
were Z-scored against the mean of the scores from
the healthy control group. All outcome scores were
compared only among the patients and were there-
fore Z-scored within the group. Asterisks (*) denote
significant differences after correcting for multiple
comparisons with false discovery rate (qFDR = .05).
The poorly performing biotype group performed
significantly worse on all cognitive scores and
outcome measures tested. Members of this group
also had higher general health symptom burden (as
assessed by the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for
Geriatrics [CIRSG]). Inlays for each graph show the
probability density function of all Z-scored variables
for each biotype to illustrate the overlap in cognitive
scores and outcome variables between biotypes
around Z = 0 (vertical black line). For this plot only,
results of tests for which higher scores indicate
higher impairment were inverted for visualization
purposes. AU, arbitrary unit; BPRS, Brief Psychiatric
Rating Scale; CPZ, chlorpromazine; ER40 RT (inv),
Penn Emotion Recognition Task Inverted Emotion
Recognition reaction time; RAD, Relationships
Across Domains; RMET, Reading the Mind in the
Eyes Test; QLS, Quality of Life Scale; SANS, Scale
for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; SAS,
Simpson–Angus Scale; Tasit, Awareness of Social
Inference Test.
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the biotypes defined using all other functional MRI data (mean
t = 6.18, all significant qFDR = .05) (Figure 1 and Supplemental
Figure S2; see the Supplement for replication and task details).
While the poorly performing biotype’s mean scores are lower,
the distribution of their scores overlaps with those of the nor-
mally performing biotype around Z = 0. The poorly performing
biotype that was defined using resting-state data consisted of
87% SSD cases (n = 53 of 61 individuals), and the normal
biotype consisted of 41% SSD cases (n = 42 of 103 in-
dividuals) (Supplemental Figure S3). There was no significant
difference in the proportions of participants by site in each
biotype (see Table 2 for complete resting-state connectivity–
based biotype demographics). The pattern observed for the
12 SC/NC scores included in the biotype procedure held for
both the composite MATRICS score (t164 = 9.45, p = 3.69 3

10217) and the number of correct responses from the Penn
Emotion Recognition Task (t164 = 5.93, p = 1.75 3 1028). Since
these 12 SC/NC scores were used to define the biotypes in
question, the test statistics were used only as an ordinal
ranking measure to compare the utility of each input fMRI data
type investigated.

Only the SSD cases from each biotype of the resting-state
connectivity analyses were compared on functional outcome
and burden scores (n = 95). SSD participants in the poorly per-
forming biotype had significantly lower outcome scores as well
higher general health burden as measured by the Cumulative
Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (Figure 1, Supplemental
Table S1) compared with those of the normal biotype. Chlor-
promazine equivalence comparisons revealed no significant
668 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2018; 84:665–674 www.sobp.o
difference in medication load between biotypes. Compared with
the normal biotype, the poorly performing biotype had smaller
hippocampal, smaller nucleus accumbens, larger ventricles, and
larger left globus pallidus volumes (p # .017); cortical thinning in
the bilateral frontal and temporal cortex (p # 8.04 3 1023), and
greater MD in the bilateral external capsule, internal capsule, and
fornix (p # 4.95 3 1023). See the Supplement for details. In
contrast to the biotypes found using resting state, those found
using imitate/observe and empathic accuracy showed no sig-
nificant differences when comparing functional outcome and
symptom burden measures (data not shown). Structural valida-
tion analysis of the imitate/observe biotypes found cortical
thickness differences in the left superior temporal sulcus (p =
5.78 3 10–4) and no other significant differences among
subcortical volumes and FA/MD comparisons. Structural vali-
dation analysis of empathic accuracy biotypes found no signifi-
cant differences among any of the structural measures
considered.

The classification analyses where the goal was to predict
biotype outperformed both cognitive score–based group pre-
diction analyses and diagnosis-prediction analyses, as measured
by mean AUC in the held-out participants (test set) across all 10
folds during cross-validation. Resting-state connectivity pro-
duced an accurate model for held-out participants (AUC = 0.88),
outperforming most connectivity and task activations from both
tasks (AUC = 0.39–0.86), with the exception of the imitate/
observe task activations (AUC = 0.89). For prediction of cognitive
score–based groups of either a 30th or 50th percentile cutoff, all
analyses performed close to chance (AUC = 0.53–0.60), with the
rg/journal
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Table 2. Demographics From the Resting-State Connectivity Biotypes

Normal Biotype Poorly Performing Biotype Test Statistic p (qFDR = .05)

Site, nCAMH:nMPRC:nZHH 48:32:23 16:28:17 c22 = 6.86 3.23 3 1022

Group, nSSD:nHC 42:61 53:8 c21 = 31.55 1.93 3 1028a

Sex, nF:nM 41:62 17:44 c21 = 1.89 1.69 3 1028

Ethnicity, nnh:nh 94:8 52:9 c21 = 1.28 2.58 3 1021

Language, nefl:nesl 93:10 58:3 c21 = 0.64 4.25 3 1021

Offspring, nY:nN 11:92 12:48 c21 = 2.00 1.57 3 1021

Marital Status, nm:nd:ns 20:1:81 8:10:43 c22 = 14.77 6.19 3 1024a

Special Education, nY:nN 10:93 15:44 c21 = 5.95 1.48 3 1022a

Age, Years, Mean 6 SD 29.66 6 8.90 36.43 6 10.01 t162 = 24.36 2.90 3 1025a

Illness Duration, Years, Mean 6 SD 7.61 6 6.3 16.32 6 10.63 t93 = 24.6 1.34 3 1025a

Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 15.11 6 2.12 13.05 6 2.25 t162 = 5.74 7.35 3 1028a

Mother’s Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 14.60 6 2.92 13.86 6 2.94 t162 = 1.46 1.47 3 1021

Father’s Education, Years, Mean 6 SD 14.92 6 3.36 13.88 6 2.94 t162 = 1.94 5.41 3 1022

Handedness (Left = 0; Right = 1), Mean 6 SD 0.61 6 0.50 0.67 6 0.47 t162 = 20.77 4.40 3 1021

IQ, Mean 6 SD 111.68 6 12.67 99.66 6 15.41 t162 = 5.14 1.19 3 1026a

CAMH, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health; d, divorced; efl, English as a first language; esl, English as a second language; F, female; FDR,
false discovery rate; h, Hispanic; HC, healthy control; m, married; M, male; MPRC, Maryland Research Centre; N, no; nh, not Hispanic; s, single;
SSD, schizophrenia spectrum disorder; Y, yes; ZHH, Zucker Hillside Hospital.

aSignificant group differences after FDR correction (q = .05).
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exception of resting-state connectivity (AUC = 0.64–0.67).
Classification performance did not rely on the cutoff chosen as
all score distributions overlapped between biotypes (Figure 1,
Supplemental Figure S3). SVCs trained to distinguish biotypes
outperformed SVCs trained to distinguish diagnosis in all cases.
Only the SVC trained in resting-state connectivity predicted
diagnosis well above chance (AUC = 0.74). The results from all
classification experiments can be found in Table 3; see the
Supplement for replication details and follow-up null experiments
where either the class labels were randomized or the data were
permuted before the CCA step (Supplemental Table S4).

Connectivity differences between resting-state biotypes show
widespread differences in the brain’s posterior regions (Figure 2).
The normal biotype showed stronger whole-brain connectivity in
ROIs associated with both the general cognition and reaction
time networks (i.e., the thalamus and right superior temporal
sulcus, which overlaps with the ventral attention network), while
the poorly performing biotype shows stronger whole-brain con-
nectivity in the occipital regions and ROIs associated with the
somatomotor, mirror, and mentalizing networks, including the
insula, inferior parietal lobule, postcentral gyrus, fusiform gyrus,
and posterior cingulate. Most of the strongest group differences
that replicated represented overconnectivity of the occipital and
parietal regions with the rest of the brain, including the mirror
network, in the poorly performing biotype (see the Supplement).
Task connectivity group differences did not replicate (see the
Supplement). Please see the Supplement for a comparison of
quality control metrics on the TI-weighted, diffusion tensor im-
aging, and fMRI data.
DISCUSSION

Our data-driven approach found a poorly performing biotype
of persons with SSDs and a normally performing biotype with
respect to SC/NC performance. These fMRI features general-
ized to held-out participants: a linear SVC trained on brain
Biological Psyc
connectivity data alone accurately predicted the biotype of
held-out scans. Comparisons of brain connectivity between
the two biotypes revealed that the mirror and mentalizing re-
gions are overconnected with the rest of the brain in the poorly
performing biotype, and this result was replicated in a second,
independent sample from a single site in the resting-state data.
The normal biotype had an equal balance of healthy control
participants and persons with an SSD, while the poorly per-
forming biotype was almost entirely comprised of persons with
an SSD. Validation using neuroanatomical analyses showed
that the poorly performing biotype had lower cortical thick-
ness, generally lower subcortical volumes, and higher white
matter FA. Despite also testing task-based fMRI using well-
established social brain tasks (empathic accuracy and
imitate/observe), we found that resting-state connectivity was
best able to distinguish biotypes with different SC/NC ability
and real-world functional outcomes, while the task-based fMRI
did less well and did not replicate in the independent sample.

Only the resting-state connectivity–based biotypes found a
separation of the sample with SC/NC score differences greater
than diagnosis (Supplemental Figure S1). Those in the poorly
performing biotype demonstrated stronger functional con-
nectivity between the occipital and parietal regions with the
rest of the brain. These overconnected ROIs included the
mirror network, a set of brain regions including the posterior
superior temporal sulcus, anterior intraparietal sulcus, and the
premotor cortex, which are engaged in both the perception of
and the execution of biological motion (31,68). These regions
replicated in an independent sample collected at one site
(Figure 2). These mirror network regions are also believed to be
important for both social cognition and empathy, and here we
show that differences in mirror network brain organization are
associated with poor functional outcomes and greater negative
symptom burden. Furthermore, these groups showed significant
differences in functional outcomes scores using the Birchwood
Social Functioning Scale, which were not used to define the
hiatry November 1, 2018; 84:665–674 www.sobp.org/journal 669
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Table 3. Classification Scores for Biotype, Cognitive Score Split, and Diagnosis Experiments

Analysis Data No. of Variables AUC Accuracy Recall Precision f1

Biotype REST connectivity 35,778 0.88 6 0.03 0.81 6 0.06 0.88 6 0.03 0.83 6 0.05 0.79 6 0.07

Biotype REST connectivity replication 35,778 0.83 6 0.03 0.73 6 0.06 0.83 6 0.03 0.75 6 0.05 0.71 6 0.07

Biotype IMOB GLM 268 0.89 6 0.02 0.87 6 0.03 0.89 6 0.02 0.84 6 0.04 0.83 6 0.04

Biotype IMOB connectivity 35,778 0.39 6 0.16 0.77 6 0.06 0.58 6 0.11 0.68 6 0.07 0.61 6 0.09

Biotype IMOB connectivity replication 35,778 0.62 6 0.20 0.75 6 0.11 0.67 6 0.17 0.70 6 0.12 0.67 6 0.14

Biotype EA GLM 268 0.60 6 0.11 0.82 6 0.05 0.72 6 0.08 0.72 6 0.06 0.71 6 0.07

Biotype EA connectivity 35,778 0.86 6 0.02 0.78 6 0.04 0.86 6 0.02 0.77 6 0.04 0.76 6 0.05

Cog Split (50%) REST connectivity 35,778 0.67 6 0.03 0.67 6 0.03 0.67 6 0.03 0.68 6 0.03 0.67 6 0.03

Cog Split (50%) IMOB GLM 268 0.56 6 0.03 0.56 6 0.03 0.56 6 0.03 0.56 6 0.03 0.55 6 0.03

Cog Split (50%) IMOB connectivity 35,778 0.56 6 0.05 0.56 6 0.05 0.56 6 0.05 0.57 6 0.06 0.56 6 0.05

Cog Split (50%) EA GLM 268 0.57 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.04 0.58 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.04

Cog Split (50%) EA connectivity 35,778 0.58 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.03

Cog Split (30%) REST connectivity 35,778 0.64 6 0.04 0.61 6 0.04 0.64 6 0.04 0.62 6 0.04 0.59 6 0.04

Cog Split (30%) IMOB GLM 268 0.49 6 0.05 0.53 6 0.04 0.49 6 0.05 0.50 6 0.04 0.49 6 0.04

Cog Split (30%) IMOB connectivity 35,778 0.60 6 0.07 0.60 6 0.07 0.60 6 0.07 0.59 6 0.06 0.57 6 0.07

Cog Split (30%) EA GLM 268 0.59 6 0.03 0.59 6 0.03 0.59 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.02 0.56 6 0.03

Cog Split (30%) EA connectivity 35,778 0.57 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.04 0.57 6 0.04 0.56 6 0.04 0.54 6 0.04

Diagnosis REST connectivity 35,778 0.74 6 0.02 0.72 6 0.02 0.74 6 0.02 0.72 6 0.02 0.72 6 0.02

Diagnosis IMOB GLM 268 0.49 6 0.02 0.50 6 0.02 0.49 6 0.02 0.49 6 0.02 0.49 6 0.02

Diagnosis IMOB connectivity 35,778 0.62 6 0.04 0.61 6 0.04 0.62 6 0.04 0.62 6 0.04 0.61 6 0.04

Diagnosis EA GLM 268 0.57 6 0.03 0.58 6 0.03 0.57 6 0.03 0.57 6 0.03 0.57 6 0.03

Diagnosis EA connectivity 35,778 0.52 6 0.04 0.52 6 0.04 0.52 6 0.04 0.52 6 0.04 0.52 6 0.04

Each cell contains the mean and standard deviation test score over folds. The data column denotes which dataset was used to perform the
experiment. For all biotype experiments, the same data type was used to biotype the participants and train the support vector machine classifier
for classification. For all cognitive score split (cog split) experiments, the percentile used to split the first principal component of the 12 scores
and/or domains is shown. This threshold defined the high- and low-scoring groups. For all diagnosis experiments, no social cognitive nor
neurocognitive variables were used.

AUC, area under the curve; EA, empathic accuracy; GLM, generalized linear model; IMOB, imitate/observe task; REST, resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging.
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biotype groups. This finding suggests that the brain connectivity
differences found in the poorly performing biotype derived from
the resting-state data have real-world implications.

We performed a set of classification analyses to ensure that
the fMRI features driving our biotype membership generalize to
held-out participants. The resting-state biotype models out-
performed all others considered in both the discovery and
replication samples, and all biotype model–trained classifiers
outperformed both classifiers trained via cognitive score–
based groups (with the exception of the classifier trained
using imitate/observe task activation–based biotypes) and
classifiers trained via diagnosis-based groups. Therefore, we
believe that our approach uncovered a distinct resting state–
based biomarker that identifies a biologically distinct subset
of participants. Our results also suggest that neurophysiolog-
ical heterogeneity renders diagnostic group–based contrasts
insufficient to detect the true disease-related brain organization
variability. If a common functional brain organization gives rise
to better and/or poorer cognitive performance, classifiers
trained with cognitive score–based groups and biotypes would
perform similarly: the classifier would simply learn to accurately
associate the appropriate brain connectivity pattern with the
appropriate cognitive group. This could not occur in our
670 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2018; 84:665–674 www.sobp.o
sample owing to the clear overlap in the SC/NC score distri-
butions between the poorest performers of the normal biotype
and the strongest performers of the poorly performing biotype
(Figure 1; Supplemental Table S1). Therefore, participants with
similar scores can show different brain organizations (Figure 2).

The defining feature of the poorly performing biotype was
overconnectivity between ROIs in the posterior and the rest of
the brain. These results align with those of a recent study
showing that the occipital and motor regions are over-
connected in healthy control subjects with poorer cognitive
scores and outcome measures (69), suggesting that this rela-
tionship is not specific to SSD. Occipital lobe abnormalities
have been reported in schizophrenia (70,71), and abnormal
connectivity of the occipital regions is associated with general
risk of mental illness (72). As cortical development generally
progresses from the posterior to the anterior cortex (73), this
finding may be due to abnormal synaptic pruning associated
with schizophrenia (74,75). The development of organized
frontal activity in children and adolescents is dependent on
the successful pruning of the parietal regions, including the
mirror neuron network (76). Therefore, the poorly performing
biotype might reflect those with halted or perturbed brain
development at an earlier developmental stage. Alternatively,
rg/journal
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Figure 2. Resting-state connectivity differences
between biotypes. In panel (A), the value in each
region of interest (ROI) represents the difference of
the summed connectivity values (r values) associ-
ated with that ROI between groups (normal vs.
poorly performing biotype). The top 25% of all dif-
ferences calculated between groups are shown. The
contrast shows widespread differences along the
frontal-posterior gradient. The normal group shows
stronger connectivity emanating from general
cognition and reaction time ROIs (red-orange), while
the poorly performing biotype shows strong con-
nectivity emanating from occipital and/or mirror ROIs
(blues). Brain connections that were significantly
different between biotypes in both samples (dis-
covery and replication) are highly correlated (r = .42,
p , 1 3 1025 after 10,000 permutations), shown in
panel (B). Specifically, this demonstrates that the
pattern of connectivity differences between biotypes
is similar in the two independent samples. L, left; R,
right.
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overconnectivity of the parietal and occipital regions may be
viewed as compensatory organization, potentially in relation to
aberrant development of frontal regions, which is a well-
supported finding in schizophrenia (77).

Differences between the two biotypes using structural
neuroimaging data in cortical thickness, subcortical volumes,
and white matter FA, which were also not included in the
original biotype model, lend validity to the replicated data-
driven results, similar to a previously described approach
(18). A number of studies have attempted (using almost
exclusively structural neuroimaging approaches) to compare
people with type 1 versus type 2 schizophrenia (3), poor versus
good outcomes (4), or deficit versus nondeficit syndrome (5–9).
These studies identified larger ventricles, gray matter differ-
ences, and more recently, white matter diffusion metric dif-
ferences as potentially having the greatest effect size between
groups. However, these approaches all require detailed and
extensive clinical characterization, multiple assessments, and
other time-intensive approaches. Our data-driven approach
required only a short resting-state fMRI scan to reliably sepa-
rate people with an SSD into two groups, one with poorer
cognitive performance, greater negative symptom burden, and
poorer functional outcome, and the other with performance
more similar to that of the healthy control group.

Our finding that resting-state connectivity, and not task,
data are best at isolating cognitively impaired participants with
poor outcomes is in line with recent literature showing that
subject-specific brain connectivity patterns at rest, but not
Biological Psyc
during tasks, allow for the reliable identification of individuals
across scanning days (78) and across scanners (C. Hawco,
Ph.D., et al., unpublished data, August 2017). The two tasks
considered (imitate/observe and empathic accuracy) grouped
participants differently into the two biotypes (Supplemental
Figure S6), and results were inconsistent between the dis-
covery and replication sets. It is worth highlighting that the
connectivity differences between biotypes for empathic ac-
curacy were large when compared with both the imitate/
observe and the resting-state data, suggesting that this task
elicited robust brain connectivity related to task engagement.
This measure of task engagement, however, does not seem to
separate those with poor cognitive performance from the rest
of the sample. We conclude that task fMRI activity better re-
flects task-specific brain activity than it does cognitive ability
per se and consequently is less useful for deriving biologically
different groups.

Our claim that the resting state is more useful than the tasks
considered is limited because both tasks in our study involved
the execution of motor commands in the scanner. Connectivity
analysis is notoriously sensitive to motion (63). For both tasks,
the removal of motion events may have had the unintended
effect of removing task-related network activity or neurobio-
logical information (79). Our ability to generalize these findings
is limited by our use of closely matched scanning parameters
and hardware, in addition to our extensive inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Future work will require a larger sample of
participants with varying clinical phenomenologies collected
hiatry November 1, 2018; 84:665–674 www.sobp.org/journal 671
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on heterogeneous MRI configurations to train a classifier
robust to these sources of variance. Our use of a cross-
sectional sample leaves us unable to verify the stability of
the biotypes over time; therefore, these results require longi-
tudinal confirmation.

Site or scanner effects are typically sources of unwanted
variance in connectivity studies, and they can drive spurious
results. However, there was no significant difference in the
number of participants in each biotype found (Table 2), and we
replicated our findings in a second sample collected on a
single scanner. While members of our resting-state poorly
performing biotype group did show significantly worse general
health as assessed by the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for
Geriatrics, they did not show significantly higher medication
load as measured by chlorpromazine equivalence (Figure 1;
Supplemental Table S1).

A fully trained model that distinguishes poor performers with
specific alterations within their functional brain organization, such
as the one discussed here, is a first step toward a biologically
informed prognostic test that can be applied in the clinic to assess
differences amongpatients thatmaybe notedover a longer course
of time in symptomburden, cognitive performance, and function. It
may also have implications for treatment response. The model
presented here generalizes to held-out participants and is
demonstrated to work in an independent sample, suggesting
strong external validity. This general approach may be useful for
development of biologically driven tests for cognitive subtypes
with divergent outcomes across psychiatric populations.
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